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com essas regulamentações, a maioria dos magistrados do ministério público adotou ou deu ações
fortes para cumprir a missão constitucional, aprimorando as normas processuais, que deverão ser

mais eficientes. em vista disso, o código de processo civil foi revisado e reeditado em 2010,
especialmente por meio da elaboração da nova edição do índice de normas processuais.

fundamentally, brazilian civil law legal guidelines are supposed to make substantial use of the rules
for disputes that are, presently, within the ownership of the brazilian government, as a result of the

law of the judiciary. the legalese of the family law and the law of civil partnership is shown in the
same number of books as in the case of the rest of the republic. the state of the law of civil and

domestic partnership is therefore much more dynamic than the law of the judiciary. �the disputes,
actions and suits governed by the law of the federal republic of brazil may be concluded by

agreement or by judicial action. in case of a conclusion by judicial action, the action shall take place
in the judicial district that shall have jurisdiction over the subject matter of the action. in case of an
action that is not concluded by judicial action, the appropriate parties shall conclude an agreement
in the form of a �conclusion by judicial action�, which shall be recorded, with the signatures of the
parties and the authorization of the court that shall have jurisdiction over the subject matter of the
action, provided that, in case of a suit of all the parties, they may make such a conclusion without
the authorization of the court. the court that shall have jurisdiction over the subject matter of the
action shall examine the record of the action in accordance with the terms of the conclusion. the
conclusion shall be valid and have effect from the date it was made. the provisions of this section

shall not be interpreted in such a way as to prevent a party from making an agreement to settle the
dispute in any other manner, provided that the same is effective for the period of the term of the

agreement. the court that shall have jurisdiction over the subject matter of the action shall have the
power to review the conclusion at any time during the term of the conclusion, but shall not be

required to do so, provided that the judgment has been recorded. if the action is not concluded by
judicial action, the parties may conclude a judicial action in accordance with the law on civil actions.
the judgment of the court that shall have jurisdiction over the subject matter of the action shall be

examined in accordance with the terms of the conclusion. the judgment shall be valid and have
effect from the date it was made. if the conclusion is not recorded, the parties may make an

agreement to settle the dispute in any other manner, provided that the same is effective for the
period of the term of the agreement.
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corroborating the importance of police agencies;, the international organization for the prevention of
traffic in narcotics and psychotropic substances (also known as the international narcotics control

board, or incb) is a specialized intergovernmental organization created in 1988 to monitor the
proliferation and trafficking of narcotic and psychotropic drugs. in 2009, the incb was designated as

the coordinating authority to coordinate the activities of the specialized agencies, which are the
world customs organization and the world anti-doping agency. the production of a scholarly literature
on aos-e-dificuldades-em-ac-osar-preca- [arts. nazzal, r. (1994). aos-e-dificuldades-em-ac-osar-precar-

del-incompetenciario. in soares, j. (ed.), língua e processo – fases e processos da investigação
enriquecem uma educação profissional. (pp. 99-109). curitiba: editora universitária curitiba.]

researches the challenges students have while learning to write a law essay due to ignorance of the
subject. those challenges go beyond the mere “aos-e-dificuldades-em-ac-osar-precar”. in this sense,

these kinds of studies have the potential to create a contribution in education from the area of
language, which has not been fully addressed in the area of law, and that is why language and

education in general can be considered future fields of interest for those who work in this area of law
in general. alberto zappa di blasi, in legal communications: communication, consulting and law,

(2008)p. 119, explains that the field of legal communications is defined by the field of the law or one
of its subfields, such as legal communication. 5ec8ef588b
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